
Report & photograph activities and events as they 
happen. Staying on top of these deadlines is crucial in 
the timeline of your yearbook!

Meet deadlines according to the production schedule.

Finalize the academics and student life spreads.

Complete theme including cover, end-sheets, opening, 
closing & dividers.

MaMake sure each staffer knows the indexing process. 
Understanding how your program creates an index and 
making sure you take the steps necessary as you design 
pages and layout. This will ensure that no one person is 
stuck with the task of creating the entire index in the final 
stages of yearbook layout. 

Assign coverage for all November/December deadlines. 

Adjust laAdjust ladder assignments based on current work-
loads.

Check back with designers to make sure any changes 
in layouts are being communicated to writers and 
photographers. It is imperative that they’re clear on 
the content they are expected to provide. 

Carefully proof and then RE-PROOF all portraits 
& names along with retakes to ensure everyone 
that wanted to be represented in the student 
body is accounted for. 

Plan a book sale camPlan a book sale campaign. Advertise 
whatever you can! The more interest you 
can generate early on, the better your 
sales will be later!
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Happy 
Halloween
Brian Saaf

952-212-5217 

brian.saaf@balfour-rep.com
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